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Type Grading Description

Est $A

POSTMARKS - General and Miscellaneous Lots

2240 C

2241 SD

Ex Lot 2240

Album of PPCs all with cds including 'BOWER', 'CAROLINE', 'CHERRYVILLE', 'FREWVILLE', 'MONARTO SOUTH',
'PARADISE' (with KGV 1d red), 'QUEENS OWN TOWN', ' 1893 'TALIA' (cover), 'WHITWARTA', 'WOODCHESTER'
& 'WORLDS END CK' etc, lots of interest in the viewsides, condition a bit mixed. (160 approx)

300

Ex Lot 2241

Large stockbook of mostly pieces with strength in the KGVI to early QEII period but lots of earlier material, noted
'No 2 LOCK', 'No 3 LOCK', 1889 'HOG BAY' & 1856 'STRATHALBYN', lots of superb strikes. (100s)

200
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POSTMARKS - General and Miscellaneous Lots (continued)
Lot

Type Grading Description

2242 SDC

Est $A

Ex Lot 2242

Carton with an extensive but untidy collection on leaves with the vast majority on Shierlaw fronts or PPCs, not
much post-KGV material, some loose stamps & some on piece including highly rated items, the quality of the strikes
is very mixed but many are fine to superb. CDS rated RRR+ on cover fronts or PPCs include 1891 'APOINGA',
1907 'BLETCHLEY', 1917 'BROOKER', 1913 'CARROW', 1902 'CYGNET RIVER', 1877 'ENFIELD' (cover), 1882
'EUDUNDA' (cover), 1875 'GLENELG' (cover), 1898 'HOOKINA', 1866 'HOPE VALLEY' (cover), 1897
'INGLEWOOD', 1904 'KEILLI', 1915 'KELLY', 1898 'LEIGHTON', 1912 'MT TEMPLETON' (rated RRRR), 1920
'TERRE', 1903 'THISTLE BEDS', and 1920 'WOOGALLA'. Squared-circles rated RRR+ on cover fronts or PPCs
include 'ARDEN VALE', 'BARATTA', 'BINNUM', 'BUNDEY', 'CAMPBELL TOWN', 'CARRA', 'CHANDADA',
'COLLINSVILLE', 'COPPERHOUSE' (rated RRRR), 'CUSTON', 'ERUDINA', 'GEPPS CROSS', 'GLANVILLE
BLOCKS', 'GLYNN', 'GOODE', 'HADDON', 'HORNSDALE', 'INGLEWOOD', 'INNAMINCKA' (RRRR), 'ISLINGTON',
'KILKERRAN', 'KILLALPANINNA' (RRRR), 'KLEMZIG', 'KYBYBOLITE', 'LONGWOOD' (RRRR), 'LILYDALE',
'LINWOOD', 'LOXTONS HUT', 'LYNDHURST', 'MERGHINY', 'MOOROOK', 'MOUNT MARY', 'PENONG', 'ROCKY
RIVER', 'SEDAN' & 'WHITES FLAT'. An outstanding basis for serious expansion. (Qty)

4,000
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POSTMARKS - General and Miscellaneous Lots (continued)
Lot

Type Grading Description

2243 SD

Est $A

Ex Lot 2243

1850s-1912 extensive datestamps collection with strength in the 1890s to 1912 period but with lots of earlier material
especially DLR 2d oranges, many are part-strikes only on single stamps but there is also a good proportion of pieces
especially from the Tattersalls hoard, lots of duplication especially for major offices but also of some highly rated
markings, quality of the strikes is very mixed but many are fine to superb. An exceptional basis for expansion.
The following datestamps included are rated RRRR. 1) Squared Circles 'MITCHELLVILLE' & 'NECTAR BROOK'; 2)
Circular Datestamps c.1880 'BLYTHES PLAINS', 1882 'CANDOWIE PLAINS', 1855 'HOUGHTON', 1868
'KANMANTOO', 'KOPPERAMANA', 1862 'MACCLESFIELD', 1885 'MANNAHILL', 1875 'MINTARO', 1881 'MT
BRYAN', 1876 'MT TEMPLETON' and 1873 'MOUNT TORRENS'. [See our website for a list of cds & squared-circles
in this collection that are rated RRR] (Qty)

2,500
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POSTMARKS - General and Miscellaneous Lots (continued)
Lot

Type Grading Description

2244 SDC

2245 SD

Est $A

Ex Lot 2244

Rather scrappy collection in two boxes with strength in the early-1900s period with lots of Tatts pieces & covers
including many registered, lots of squared circles including covers with 'CANOWIE' (rated RRR), 'DRY CREEK'
(RRRR) & 'SALT LAGOON' (RRR), plus Land Tax forms (many part-only) with squared circles including RRR-rated
'BRUCEFIELD', 'FORSTER', 'GOODE', 'INGLEWOOD', 'LOWER BROUGHTON' & 'MILLENDILLA' also with
'EASTERN WELL' cds (RRRR), later selections to the 1980s, condition very mixed but with lots of fine to very fine
postmarks. [The illustration is at the base of page 59] (Qty)

500

Ex Lot 2245

Stockbook with a useful array from earlies to KGV with strength in the large number of DLR 2d oranges with cds
including 'BLACK ROCK PLAINS', 'FRIEDRICHSWALDE' & 'MT LYNDHURST' and squared circles including
'NORTH NORWOOD', many lovely strikes. Inspection is sure to be rewarded. (100s)

400
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POSTMARKS - General and Miscellaneous Lots (continued)
Lot

Type Grading Description

Est $A

Ex Lot 2246

2246 C/PS

Shoebox crammed with Commonwealth Period covers, Shierlaw fronts & PPCs generally sorted alphabetically with
some early cds & squared-circles, a terrific array of KGVI to 1970s covers with many registered (including some
philatelic covers), numerous rated datestamps, also machine cancels including 'MOONTA RAILY' (stamp removed),
some Unclaimed covers & a few other instructional handstamps noted. A terrific opportunity to acquire the basis for a
serious collection of 20th Century covers in one fell swoop. (many 100s)

2,000

2247

Eclectic array in shoebox with lots of registered covers, some squared-circles, lots of 1970s material, mostly
commercial but some philatelic/commemorative covers included, noted 1900 to Germany with 'Bestell-Notizzettel'
label, 1933 to "Willslo via Hallett" with KGV 1d pair tied by 'COLOMBO PAQUEBOT' cds, 1936 with red/white
'TRURO' registration label, etc. (100s)

200

C

2248

C/CL

Small carton of mostly long and oversize covers but also some standard covers & some loose postmarks. (100s)

100

2249

C

Shoebox of early 20th Century Tattersalls covers with an array of cds & squared-circles, lots of duplication, condition
rather mixed. (100s)

200

2250 CL

Ex Lot 2250

Mostly pre-WWII unclaimed OHMS covers - some are fronts or part-covers only - with frankings including 'OS' and
'SA' perfins, an array of instructional handstamps & transit datestamps including squared-circles 'BUTLER' (rated
RR), 'GLANVILLE BLOCKS' (RRR), 'HOMESTEAD' (RR), 'LOCHIEL' (RR), 'MARLESTON' (RR), 'PANDAPPA DAM'
(RRR), 'STOKES' (RR) and 'UROONDA' (RRR), better cds including 1902 'HOPE VALLEY' (RR), 1928 'MT MARY' in
violet (RR+) & superb 1889 'NEW THEBARTON' etc, condition variable. (80+)

400
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Lot

Type Grading Description

Est $A

Ex Lot 2251

2251 SD

"Long Toms" to 5/- including perfins 'OS' 'SA' & 4d with 'DWM/LTD', various numerals, cds & squared-circle cancels
with some rated items noted. A very unusual lot. (110 approx)

2252 SD

KGV Heads & a few Roos with an array of squared-circles & cds cancels, little if any duplication, some rated items &
many fine to superb strikes. (200+)

250

2253

Large carton with the unsorted and very untidy balance of John Bell's South Australian postmarks collection with a
quantity of loose postmarks on piece, lots of covers & postcards etc, from 1850s to quite recent. Lots of mullock but
sure to be many little nuggets as well. (Qty)

Offer

SDC

2254 S

250

Ex Lot 2252

Ex Lot 2254

Two stockbooks with an array of mostly DLR 2d oranges & numerous rated & very fine strikes but a bit lean after
'M'; with CDS rated RRR including 1881 'BULLS CREEK', 'CAPE JERVIS', 'COURNAMONT', 1885 'CHAIN OF
PONDS', 'COLLINGSFIELD', 'EMU PLAINS', 'FARRELLS FLAT', 1873 'FOWLERS BAY', 'GAWLER STATION',
'GRUNTHALL' (two Ls), 'HARROGATE', 'HAWKER', 1883 'HINDMARSH', 'HINDMARSH ISLAND', 1883
'HOUGHTON', 'INKERMAN', 'INGLEWOOD' & 'SLIDING ROCK', and rated RRRR 'BLYTHS PLAINS';
Squared-Circles rated RRR 'CARAWA', 'CAURNAMONT', 'CHANDADA', 'CORCONDO', 'DALKEY', 'GRUNTHAL',
'HENLEY BEACH' & 'MOUNT MARY', and rated RRRR 'INNAMINCKA'. An excellent basis for expansion. (100s)

1,000
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POSTMARKS - General and Miscellaneous Lots (continued)
Lot

Type Grading Description

Est $A

Ex Lot 2255

2255 SD

Appealing post-1912 Period collection in 8 small volumes with numerous rated items, very fine to superb strikes
and a big number of closed offices represented, includes many squared-circles. Noted RRR ratings from
'ANDAMOOKA RADIOPHONE', 'BRECON', 'BURBANK' (rated RRRR), 'CARPENTERS ROCKS', 'FORDS' &
'GRANGE' squared-circles, 'FRIEDRICHSWALDE', 'GREY', 'HART', 'HATHERLEIGH & 'HORNSDALE' squaredcircles, 'KONGAL', 'MILTALIE', 'MORTANA', 'MULJARRA', 'MUNDOO BARRAGE', 'NANGKITA/SOUTH AUST',
'OOLDEA', 'STOCKYARD CREEK', 'SUTTON TOWN', WANGARY' SDL, 'WILSON', 'WISANGER', 'WOOCALLA' &
'WYNBRING'. The collection also includes hundreds of registration labels. (many 100s)

1,250

Ex Lot 2256

2256 D

Mostly 1850s pieces with a few very fine numerals comprising '30' & 'TANUNDA' cds, '46', superb '104' (rated RR)
of Hamilton and '167' & identifiable 'BLINMAN' cds (RRR), etc, also Reciving House '3' cancels on part-front,
condition rather mixed & quality of the stamps not assessed by us. (31 items)

100

2257

SDC

GAWLER: Annotated collection on leaves with lots of duplication of 19th century cds & squared-circles, also
'GAWLER STATION' cds (rated RRR) x2 & 'GAWLER WATERWORKS' squared-circle (RRR) on part-cover, also
1942 cover with 'PAID AT GAWLER' cds (RRR). (120+ items)

175

2258

SDC

PORT LINCOLN: Selection with huge oval 'POST [crown] OFFICE/PORT LINCOLN/SA' (rated RR) on 1858 piece,
1861 25mm unframed cds (RRR), 1870s 20mm unframed cds x3 (one with '80' cancel), 23mm framed cds on 1878
piece, etc. (80+ items)

100

2259

DC

NORTHERN TERRITORY: 'ARLTUNGA/S.A' squared-circle (rated R) two strikes on 2d orange x3 on piece & on
1907 cover to Melbourne (illustrated in PSSA); and 'CHARLOTTE WATERS' cds (R) multiple strikes on 1904 Tatts
cover with curved 'REGISTERED/No...' h/s. (3 items)

150

A/B
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Lot

Type Grading Description

Est $A

Ex Lot 2260

2260 C

- Group with registered covers from Darwin Military Post Offices No 1 (2, one with 'MIL PO/LARRAKEYAH' h/s on
label, toning), Darwin No 2 with 'RELIEF/ 9 /SOUTH-AUST' cds & 'MIL PO DARWIN/No 2' h/s on label, Darwin No 3
with 'RELIEF/ 14 /SOUTH-AUST' & 'MIL PO DARWIN No 3' h/s on provisional registration label, and Darwin No 5
with double-circle 'MIL PO/DARWIN No 5' cds (stained), & Parap with double-oval 'MILPO PARAP/
21MAY1946/NORTHERN TERRITORY', also double-oval 'MILITARY PO/DARWIN No 4' on registration receipt, two
OHMS covers with Relief 14 cds used at Darwin No 3, & two covers with 'HMAS MELVILLE' h/s on the registration
labels & different dumb cancels, etc, condition variable. (13)

500

Ex Lot 2261

2261 CL/C

B/A-

- 1) rubber double-circle 'MIL PO DARWIN/7NOV1941/ 1 ' & 'Military PO No 1/DARWIN NT' registration label, on
OHMS air cover to Cowra Camp, endorsed "Quartermaster/Parap Camp" (which was Darwin Mil PO No 2), central
fold. PO 23/4/1941; closed 21/2/1942; & 2) similar 'MIL PO/8NOV1941/DARWIN No 5' & 'MIL PO DARWIN No 5' h/s
on registration label, on commercial air cover to Sydney. PO 18/9/1941; closed 21/2/1942. A rare duo. [A Mil PO No
5 philatelic registered cover sold at our auction of 9/2/2008 for $575] (2)

500

2262

A A1-

- 'MARRANBOY T.S./6MY27/NORTHERN TERRITORY' cds (FDI for the stamp) fine strike on Canberra 1½d on
Buscall cover to Darwin. Rated RRR. PO 27/5/1914; RO c.1925; PO 1/7/1927; closed c.1942. [Tin mining. The
misspelt Telegraph Station cds - with inverted day '6' for '9': - dates from about 1925 & is the earliest cds recorded]

150

C

2263 C

B

Lot 2263

- commercial airmail cover to Geelong with KGV 2d & 3d tied by scarce 'MATARANKA/4FE30/NORTHEN
TERRITORY' cds, Brisbane & Sydney transit b/s, minor blemishes.

100
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POSTMARKS - General and Miscellaneous Lots (continued)
Lot

Type Grading Description

2264 C

B

Est $A

Lot 2264

- 'SOUTHPORT/MA8/79/N_T' very fine large-part strike on Herring cover to 'PORT AUGUSTA' (arrival b/s) via
Adelaide (transit b/s), a little soiled & minor peripheral faults. PO 1873; closed 31/8/1889. [Southport was the main
gateway to the goldfields until it became a backwater when the Darwin-Pine Creek Railway opened in mid-1889.
Victor Bullock's better quality 1878 cover sold for $1035 at our auction of 19/10/2007]

500

